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Abstract - Reinforcement learning consists of a collection of meth-
ods for approximating solutions to deterministic and stochastic
optimal control problems of unknown dynamics. These meth-
ods learn by experience how to adjust a closed-loop control rule
which is a mapping from the system states to control actions.
This paper proposes an application of reinforcement learning
methods to the control of a FACTS device aimed to damp power
system oscillations. A detailed case study is carried out on a syn-
thetic four-machine power system.
Keywords - FACTS, reinforcement learning, power system
oscillations, discrete time optimal control, adaptive con-
trol
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) takes its origin in optimal
control theory and dynamic programming ([2]). It aims at
approximating by experience solutions to problems of un-
known dynamics. Year after year, the techniques evolved
leading to a panel of more and more efficient algorithms.
From a theoretical point of view, many breakthroughs have
been realized notably concerning the convergence of the
algorithms and their applications to nonlinear systems ([13],
[10]). Also the steady increase in computer capacities
makes RL methods more and more feasible. Therefore,
the power system community started getting interested in
such techniques, but surprisingly more in market mod-
elling ([5]) rather than in nonlinear system control. How-
ever new needs appeared recently in power system dynam-
ics control, especially with the introduction of new devices
based on power electronics, like Flexible Alternating Cur-
rent Transmission Systems (FACTS).
In this paper we focus on how to control by means of RL
algorithms a FACTS device in order to damp power sys-
tem oscillations, a phenomenon becoming even more im-
portant with the growth of extensive power systems and
especially with the interconnection of these systems with
ties of limited capacity.
Basically, the RL approach proposed in this paper to con-
trol the FACTS consists of an adaptive closed-loop control
that tends to maximize a function, image of the quality of
the oscillations damping. The only signal used by the con-
troller is the electrical power transferred in the line mea-
sured at fixed intervals. This is roughly a discrete time
optimal control approach in which the state dynamics and
the observation equations are unknown.
The main advantages of such a controller are that it frees
oneself from any knowledge of the power system dynam-
ics equations, adapts itself to changing conditions and is
able to act in a stochastic environment.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 sketches
the main features of reinforcement learning algorithms ap-
plied to discrete time optimal control. The two main classes
of algorithms, model learning and non-model learning al-
gorithms are briefly explained. Section 3 describes the
power system used to illustrate the RL based control algo-
rithms and the characteristics of the FACTS device used.
Section 4 explains the difficulties to overcome in order to
apply successfully the rather general algorithms described
in section 2 to the FACTS device control problem. It in-
cludes notably the design of a function image of the os-
cillations damping quality and a strategy to cope with the
only availability of local measurements. Section 5 dis-
cusses the results obtained when acting in a constant load
environment for different variants of RL algorithms. Sec-
tion 6 studies the robustness of these adaptive control algo-
rithms to large excursions of the load level of the system.
Finally section 7 draws conclusions.
2 Reinforcement learning algorithms
Reinforcement learning will be presented here in the frame-
work of discrete time  optimal control ([11]) of a deter-
ministic non-linear system with constant sampling period
and no terminal state  .
If  represents the sampled state vector of the system at
instant  , 	  the control action taken at  , then the state vec-
tor of the system at instant 
 (the instant corresponding
to the next sampling) is given by :

We restrict our attention to discrete time to keep things as sim-
ple as possible, even though many of the ideas can be extended to the
continuous-time case (e.g. see [3] or [10]).

Introduction of stochastic aspects as well as terminal states are al-





The RL methods we use in this paper belong to the temporal-
difference type of methods that suppose the existence of a
reward ﬃ 

associated to the transition from   to  

while taking action 	  ([13]).
We define the discounted return 

 !ﬀ	  ﬁ which depends
on the initial data   and on the control 	#"%$ ( &(')*


















is a parameter, &5'
4
*6 , called the discount
rate.
The aim of reinforcement learning methods in the frame-
work of infinite-time horizon with discounted reward is to
find the optimal control 	87

"9$ ( &:';* + ) that maxi-
mizes the discounted return.
Value function
We define the value function <

=ﬁ , the maximum value of















Using the dynamic programming principle (introduced in



















Lﬀ	=ﬁ are respectively the reward ob-
served and the next state reached when taking action 	
while being in state  .
Dynamic programming computes the value function in or-
der to find the optimal control with a feed-back control
policy. Indeed, from the value function we deduce the fol-
























































Equation (8) provides a straightforward way to determine
the optimal control law from the knowledge of the
Z func-
tion.
Objective of reinforcement learning algorithms
Reinforcement learning algorithms estimate the
Z
func-
tion by interacting with the system. From the knowledge
of the
Z
function, they can decide by using equation (8)
which value of the command to associate to a state in order
to maximize the discounted return (defined by eqn. (2)).
Unfortunately, RL in a continuous state-space implies that
the
Z
function has to be approximated ([13]). We have
used a discretization technique to approximate it because
it is easy to implement, numerically stable and allows the
use of model learning algorithms.
Discretization technique
A discretization technique consists in dividing the state
space into a finite number of regions and then consider-
ing that on each region the
Z
function depends only on 	 .
Then, in the RL algorithms, the notion of state used is not
the real state of the system (  ) but rather the region of the
state space to which  belongs. We will use the letter b
rather than  to denote the state of the system in order to
stress that we refer now not to  itself but to a region of
the state space. Moreover, the finite set containing all the
discretized states of the system is denoted by c . Figure 1a
illustrates this.
The discretization of the state space introduces some stochas-
tic aspects. While being in one region of the state space
and taking an action, the region of the state space reached
at the next sampling instant is undetermined as illustrated
on figure 1b.




bﬀ	=ﬁ does not obey anymore to the de-
























i b!-	Qﬁ represents the probability to reach at the
next sampling instant the state b
g
when being in the state b








i b!-	Qﬁ describe the
model of the discretized system. They associate to each
discretized state and to each value of the command 	 tran-
sition probabilities to other states and the value of a re-
ward. Assuming that they describe a Markov Decision
Process (MDP), Z

b!-	Qﬁ can be easily estimated using a
classical Dynamic Programming (DP) technique like value
iteration or policy iteration ([2]). The optimal control to















Figure 1: Discretization of the state space
RL methods either estimate the transition probabilities and
the associated rewards (model learning methods) and then
compute the
Z
function, or compute directly the
Z
func-
tion without learning any model (non-model learning meth-
ods).
Non-model learning method
The controller observes in which state b the system is, de-
cides a value for the command 	 and observes which state
b
g
is reached at the next sampling instant. Moreover, it
has the knowledge of the reward ﬃ associated to the tran-
sition blkmb
g
. A non-model learning algorithm known as
Z
-learning n . ([14]) is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Non-model learning algorithm (Q-learning)
Initialise o arbitrarily for all p and q
Observe p
Repeat indefinitely
Choose action qsrut from p using the knowledge of o
(e.g. v -greedy method)








The  -greedy method used to choose the action 	 sug-

The  -learning denomination for this algorithm is widely used in
the RL literature even if the algorithm learns just an approximation of
the  -function. The correct term should be  -function approximation
learning
gests that there is a probability  that the action chosen is
not necessarily the one which maximizes
Z
, but an action
taken at random. This provides the algorithm with some
exploratory behaviour such that on average each `` time
a random action is taken ([8]).
The parameter  represents the amount of the error cor-
rected. It should be large enough to allow a fast conver-
gence of the algorithm and sufficiently small to avoid an
instability of the algorithm. It can be shown that the
Z
-
learning algorithm converges to the exact solution in the
framework of an MDP if an  -greedy policy is used and
if  satisfies the stochastic approximation ([13]). For a
non linear system, convergence to the exact solution can
only be stated if the size of the discretized states tends to
zero. But then the learning time of the algorithms would
be infinite.
The algorithm implemented to control the FACTS is a





-learning(  ) aimed to speed up the convergence of the
method ([12]).
Model learning method
Table 2: Model learning algorithm
Initialize ozyjph{Tq}|8u}pUrB and qYrt

















Choose action qsr%t from p using the knowledge of o
(e.g. v -greedy method)
Take action q and observe p w and x








































Compute o by solving equations (9)
p~p
w
A generic algorithm for model learning method is given
in Table 2 ½ . . The ¾ function used in this algorithm do
not intervene to describe the model as such but is neces-
sary for its updating. The term ¿ ( &À'Á¿Â'Ã ) provides
the algorithm with some adaptive behaviour (necessary for
a non-autonomous system) by giving more importance if
¿u*Ä to the last data acquired from the system.
The version of the model learning method algorithm im-
plemented to control the FACTS is known as Prioritized
Å
The algorithm learns an approximation of the model of the system,
that is an approximation of the Æ and Ç functions. A more correct de-
nomination for it would be model-approximation learning-algorithm
3
Sweeping ([9]). This particular type of algorithm reduces
the time needed to estimate the
Z
function from the model
by refreshing its value for only a fraction of the states.
Notion of state
Although in this section the notion of state b used in the
RL algorithms has been closely linked to the state vector 
of the system ( b represents the discretized part of the state
space in which  is situated), the algorithms described in
Table 1 and 2 are often used in a partially observable envi-
ronment (  partially unknown). The loss of information
on the state of the system and the use of discretization
techniques to handle continuous variables are two major
sources of approximations present in RL techniques and
imply that nothing can be stated about the convergence of
the algorithms or the quality of the closed-loop control law
finally observed.
3 Power system description
The control procedure is illustrated on a four-machine power
system modelled with more than ÈD& state variables. The
system characteristics are inspired from [7]. It is repre-
sented in figure 2. The type of FACTS used is a Thyris-
tor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC), particularly well
suited to damp power system oscillations due to its ability
to change rapidly the power transferred in a line ([6]). It is
installed on a ÉDÊ!&XË< line connecting bus ÌÎÍ to bus ÌÐÏ .








Figure 2: A four machines power system
often a capacitance) placed in series with a line. The con-
trol variable 	 represents the reactance reference of the
TCSC. The TCSC reactance can be different from the ref-
erence due to the delay necessary to adapt the reactance
value to a new reference.






ﬁ which corresponds to a compensation
of ×!&Ø of the line when the FACTS acts at full range of
its capacity.
If the TCSC acts just like a fixed capacitor, electrical power
oscillations occur. Figure 3a represents the evolution over
a period of h&Xb of the electrical power transmitted through
the TCSC while figure 3b represents the value of 	 over
the same period of time. The magnitude of the electri-
cal power oscillations is approximately Ê!&ÙÛÚ and the
average power transmitted is GÈD&XÙÛÚ . The aim of the re-
inforcement learning algorithms is to generate the appro-
priate variation of 	 to damp power system oscillations in
the line. Next section discusses the strategies used to adapt































Figure 3: TCSC acting like a fixed capacitor
4 Reinforcement learning applied to control
Application of the reinforcement learning algorithms to
control the FACTS has two main difficulties. The first one
is linked to the choice of an appropriate reward ﬃ such that
the control algorithms that tend to maximize the value of









(see eqn. (2)) also damp the
electrical power oscillations. The second difficulty con-
cerns the necessity for the reinforcement learning algo-
rithms to observe the entire state vector  of the system.
Acquisition of such an amount of information is not real-
istic. The only information available to our controller will
be the measurement at fixed rate of the electrical power
transmitted in the line. Then a strategy commonly used
in partially observable environments ([4]) will be used to
compensate the loss of information. We will also discuss
in this section how to discretise the command and how to
define a quality of the control, an image of how well the
algorithms have learned to control the FACTS.
State definition
The controller will act in a partially observable environ-
ment, the only measurements realized on the system being
the electrical power Ü[ß transmitted in the line. The state
at time  (denoted by b  ) is represented by the history of
the measurements realized on the power system and the

















larger the length of the history the more precise the infor-
mation about the system dynamics available for the con-
troller will be. Unfortunately, increasing history length
also increases the time needed by the algorithms to con-
verge. In the treated example, we decided to take b¯ as
the three last observations of the electrical power and the
two last actions taken. State b  is then composed of the










value of the electrical power will have to be discretized.
4
The discretization step will be ÈæÙÛÚ .
Sampling period and value of
4The period between two samplings of the electrical power
is chosen equal to ÈD&æç:b which means that the value of
	 could change every È&_ç:b . Moreover the value of
4is chosen equal to &}Ô Ïè . If
4
is too small, the reinforce-
ment learning algorithm takes short-term benefit control
actions. If
4
is too large the algorithm converges slowly




represents a reasonable tradeoff.
Reward definition
The reward must express how the controller is expected to
act. In the considered example, the aim of the controller is
to limit the magnitude of the electrical power oscillations
in the line. One strategy is to consider that the variations
of the electrical power around its average should be min-



















Ü ß i and then to pro-
duce some damping of Ü ß .
Command
As mentioned in section 2, the number of possible values
for the command 	 must be discrete. Without this restric-







The more accurate the interval discretization, the better the
quality of the control and the larger the convergence time.
We will study two variants for the discretization. One uses
a set of command $ with × elements and the other with È .
Quality of the control















and is a measure of how good the control acts after con-
trolling the system for a duration  . The higher the return,
the better the control procedure. To give a quality to the
control procedure at time  we will slightly modify this
value by taking its average over the next minute (denoted
by   ). This strategy has been used in order to avoid dif-
ficulties to visualize the results due to the high variance of

 . With such a score measure, oscillations represented
at 3a are credited of a value of  equal to
Ñ
Èè& . Then
























Summary of the section
We summarize hereafter some important features used to
apply RL algorithms to the FACTS control problem :
ì Time between two successive measurements of Ü ß
equals ÈD&_çb .
ì Time between index  and L
] equals ÈD&_çb .























ÜßDi where Ü[ß represents
the average of the electrical power transmitted in the
line.
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5 Simulation results for an autonomous system
In this section, we will present simulation results obtained
for model learning and non-model learning methods and
for different sizes of the set $ . These results refer to
an autonomous and deterministic power system. First we
show results obtained for a model-learning method with
five possible values for the command 	 ( ÌÎ$

È ). Then
we illustrate the influence of the method used (model-




× ) on the speed of convergence and on the
quality of the control.
Model-learning method with ÌY$

È
The figures used to illustrate the results are to be compared
with figures 3a and 3b corresponding to a TCSC acting
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0.0 2.5 5. 7.5 10. t(s)
u
(b) 	 - 
Figure 4: After ¯& minutes of control
After h&_çøTù of control (the reinforcement learning algo-
rithm has imposed each ÈD&_çb the value of 	 for already
¯&_çúøTù ), we have drawn respectively on figures 4a and 4b
the evolution of the electrical power transmitted in the line
( Ü ß ) and the action taken (i.e. the value of 	 ) over a period
of h&Xb . The magnitude of the Ü ß oscillations is still very
5
large and the evolution of the action 	 seems to be driven
by an almost random process. The control algorithm does
not have yet a sufficient knowledge about the system to act
efficiently.
After /û of control (see figures 5a and 5b), the electri-
cal power transferred in the line starts being well damped.
An organized structure appears in the sequence of actions
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Figure 5: After  hour of control
sults are more impressive. The magnitude of the electrical
power oscillations has strongly decreased. The variation
of the control variable 	 has a periodic behaviour of ap-
proximately the same frequency ( &}Ô èæüý ) as the electrical
power oscillations observed when no control occurs. The
harsh aspect of the electrical power observed comes from
the discontinuous variation of the command variable 	 .
Such behaviour could be circumvented by increasing the
time delay of the FACTS (image of the time needed by the
TCSC to meet the reactance reference 	 ) or by imposing
a continuous variation of 	 by means of an integrator.
Size of $ , model and non-model learning methods
Figure 7 represents the evolution of the quality of the con-
trol   as a function of  for model-learning and non-
model learning methods, both for × and È possible values





The best value of  obtained after ¯&Xû of control (which
occurs for the model-learning method with È possible val-
ues for 	 ) equals
Ñ




& . The deviation from the average for the
electrical power corresponds to a change from !Ô
Ó
ÙÛÚ
to Ô èXÙÛÚ (see section 3).
For the same value of ÌY$ , the figure shows that the qual-
ity of the control þ is slightly better for the model learn-
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Figure 6: After ¯& hours of control

















Figure 7: Quality of the control ê
value of  . For the same method, figure 7 also shows that
an increase in ÌY$ improves the quality of the control fi-
nally obtained but penalises the speed of convergence of
the algorithms.
Even if the model learning method is preferred the non-
model learning one (for a comparison between model learn-
ing and non-model learning methods, see [1]), the choice
of the size of $ is more difficult due to the tradeoff be-
tween the quality of the control obtained and the speed of
convergence of the algorithms. The best strategy would
probably be to start the control with a small set of com-
mands and then to increase it.
6 Non-autonomous and stochastic system
In the previous section, the RL algorithms have been used
with an autonomous and deterministic system. Unfortu-
nately, these two properties are not met in real power sys-
tems. Even under normal operating conditions (no short-
circuits, no loss of a transmission element, à¯àºà ) stochastic
aspects linked to the load variation are common. Non-
autonomous aspects are on the other hand mainly linked
6
to the load variations and changes in generation patterns.
The same system as the one described in section 3 is used
here to illustrate how RL algorithms behave in a stochastic
and non-autonomous environment. For this, white noise
has been introduced at each load and load variation is sup-
posed to be cyclic with a 5h period ß .
Figure 8 represents the evolution of  over a period of
hÈæû ( 
é
relative to each piece of curve indicates the time 
that corresponds to the beginning of the curve). During the
first ÈXû the TCSC is acting just like a fixed capacitor. The
variation of  during these first five hours is only linked
to the continuously changing operating conditions. After





&}Ô && and ¿

&}Ô Ï!È (see Table 2 ))
starts acting.
An important feature that can be drawn from this figure is
that even after  cycle of control, the RL algorithm con-
tinues to improve its ability to damp electrical power os-
cillations efficiently. The more the same operating con-
ditions are encountered, the better the damping obtained
for these operating conditions tends to be. The RL algo-
rithm behaves well for this non-autonomous system due
to its capability to adapt itself fast to a new environment.
Nevertheless, with a too fast changing environment, RL
algorithm performances strongly decrease.
The stochastic aspect introduced by the loads has only a
second order influence on the control quality due to the
fact that RL algorithms are from the beginning shaped for
control in stochastic environments (see eqn. (9)) and are
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Figure 8: Quality of the control for a non-autonomous
system
7 Conclusions and future prospects
The reinforcement learning algorithms used here were able
to act correctly in order to damp power system oscilla-
tions. Model learning and non-model learning algorithms
have been used with better results for the model learning
ones. The non-autonomous environment in which the con-
troller had to act did not foil the method due to its ability
to adapt itself fast to changing operating conditions. Com-














the load, where  stands for active or reactive parts of the load, and
"
is the white noise factor.
troller gets rid of any modelling of the power system and
adapts itself to a changing environment. Improvements of
the control algorithms could still be done by using more
elaborated RL techniques (like the use of local regres-
sion techniques, variable resolution discretization, more
sophisticated methods to decide which action to choose,
methods to define automatically b from the history of the
observations and actions, à¯àºà ) but are out of the scope of
this paper.
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